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Sudden outbursts of office rage, strange copy machines mysteriously faltering, frantic dances in the 

middle of a business meeting, and hilarious verbal crossfire. Expect Project Wildeman to give you the 

unexpected. This outrageous tribe of four Dutchmen is well-known for its highly energetic 

performances and theatrical productions, mixing corporate hip hop with African percussion, pagan 

poetry with crisp guitar riffs and futuristic soundscapes. Project Wildeman invites you to take part in a 

touching and absurd ritual of modern city life. Bring back the savage! 



 

Theatre Productions 

Summer festivals of 2014: Woyzeck, a delusional opera. A coproduction with Silbersee. Directed 

by Romain Bischoff 

Woyzeck, a delusional opera is a head-on clash between two of the most innovative and 

uncompromising music theatre groups in the Netherlands right now: the powerhouse sopranos of 

Silbersee and the savage shamans of Project Wildeman. Civilisation collides with primitive urges. 

Relentless beats battle piercing arias. Vibrant male torsos are trapped in lyrical melodies. 

Woyzeck, a delusional opera is a raw and sensory rendition of the Woyzeck case, one of the most 

historically notorious crimes of passion. In addition to Georg Büchners play Woyzeck, the original 

documents of the famous trial proved a source of inspiration. 

Summer festivals of 2013: WE. Directed by Sanne van Rijn 

In WE, Project Wildeman invite you to witness a touching and absurd ritual of modern city life, 

exploring contemporary dilemmas such as virtual identity versus physical awareness of the other. 

Language is destroyed by animal raptures, logic is conquered by quivering bodies, and advanced 

technology clashes with crude self-built instruments. Prepare yourself for a dazzling experience as 

these futuristic shamans reclaim their humanity. WE was performed at the Oerol and Over het IJ 



festivals in the Netherlands and the Neuköllner Oper Festival in Berlin. 

 

2011-2012: Salomé (Oscar Wilde). A coproduction with Noord Nederlands Toneel. Directed by 

Julie van den Berghe (NT Gent / Münchner Kammerspiele) 

Project Wildeman received a special request from director Ko van den Bosch to work on this 

coproduction with Noord Nederlands Toneel (NNT). In this spectacular multi-disciplinary 

performance, text theatre (NNT actors), dance (Sam Louwyck), visual art (André Joosten) and music 

and poetry (Project Wildeman) crudely collided and mysteriously merged inside the Lynchian mind of 

John the Baptist. Salomé also featured at the 2012 Oerol festival. 

2010-2011: Project Wildeman II - Theatre Tour. Directed by Titus Tiel Groenestege and Ria 

Marks 

For Project Wildeman II, the group adapted and renewed its office ritual to tour theatres, pop venues 

and music festivals. Guided by Titus Tiel Groenestege and Ria Marks, Project Wildeman further 

developed its dramatic expression and musical narrative. 

2010: Project Wildeman I - Site-specific theatre directed by Boukje Schweigman 

This production took place in the former headquarters of Shell in Amsterdam. In the remnants of the 

boardroom on the top floor of this corporate temple, Project Wildeman and Boukje Schweigman joined 

forces for a highly sensory and physically intense office ritual. 

 

Discography 

2008: Music Album Cirkel der Beschaving 

2010: Music Video Wildeman 

2011: Music Album De Streep 

Prize 

In December 2009 Project Wildeman was awarded the prestigious Jur Naessens Music Prize for most 

innovative new music group. Project Wildeman won both the jury and the audience award. 

Residency 

In May and June 2009 Project Wildeman was a guest at the Jallore Dance Theatre in St Louis Senegal. 

Together with dancers from the Djante Bi Company and dancers from Amsterdam, they staged the 

multidisciplinary performance (R)evolution at the Community Centre of St Louis. 

 



Festivals and venues 

Festivals, theatres and venues at which Project Wildeman has performed include: Muziekgebouw aan ’t 

IJ , Paradiso (Night of the Unexpected Festival), Van Gogh Museum (Late Nights on Friday), Oerol 

Festival, Over het IJ Festival Amsterdam, Neuköllner Oper Festival Berlin, City Theatre Amsterdam 

(Movember Festival), Concertgebouw Amsterdam, The Bimhuis, Motel Mozaique Festival Rotterdam, 

Operation Music Theatre (Operatie Muziektheater) in Münster, Germany (in collaboration with the 

Netherlands Theatre Institute and the Performing Arts Fund NL). 

 

 

Contact: www.projectwildeman.nl // projectwildeman@gmail.com 

Bookings: Via Rudolphi, Amsterdam // Inge Sonderen  – inge@viarudolphi.nl  +31 (0)20 6277555 

Publicity: Via Rudolphi, Amsterdam // Louise de Koning – louise@viarudolphi.nl  +31 (0)20 6277555 
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